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RAISING THE ALARM ON CLIMATE
COLLAPSE
Today, there is a big issue with climate change. People need
to realize this is climate collapse. Shuli Goodman
acknowledges this reality: “we really begin drawing down
carbon in the atmosphere, and that's on my mind all the
time. Fires started two months earlier than usual in July. So
there's been smoke off and on. My well is running dry. This
makes climate collapse very visible to me. When I talk with
people all over the world, I hear the same thing. From
Germany to Japan, we are all thinking about this. It is in
our faces right now,” she despairs.
But, according to Shuli, climate collapse is unevenly
distributed. Shuli’s feeling is that there are some people
who are really feeling this fast and hard, and for whom it is
very present. And there are others for whom it's still more
abstract. “My point is that climate collapse is not abstract.
It is real, and it is happening now. There is no plan B, not
even a plan C,” she urges.

The minds that created the system that we live in right now
came from the 1950s all the way back to the industrial
revolution at the end of the 19th century. At the time, there
were incredible advances: the internal combustion engine,
the ability to create power, electricity power that turned on
light bulbs and began to create the conveniences that we
have in our society today. In these times, there was a
particular perspective about the relationship to the natural
world: the mindset was of imperialism.

"The minds that created the
system that we live in right now
came from the 1950s all the way
back to the industrial revolution
at the end of the 19th century."
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For Shuli, to swap the engine of our place, we need new
design patterns. And the design patterns that need to be
taken into account now are that the ones this earth
designed organically, design patterns that are the result of
billions of years of evolution.

SWAPPING THE ENGINE OF THE PLANET’S
PLANE
Shuli uses a metaphor to explain climate collapse: the
planet is like a plane we are all flying on together. But we
need to swap out the engine. And if we don't get it right,
we will crash. Fossil fuels have allowed us our current way
of life: going to the store and picking up food, having water
when we turn the tap on, or buying vehicles in minutes.
Fossil fuels have powered up our economies. So it is a very
delicate balance to figure out how we are going to swap our
model, the engine of the plane and do it in a way that
keeps the plane in the air while keeping the planet healthy.
According to Shuli, LF Energy is just a microcosm of that: a
bet on the future. The world needs collaboration and that's
what LF Energy is about: leveraging development.
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“Take a look at a forest,” she argues. “How does a forest
emerge? How does it grow? That is a really great lesson for
power systems. How is it that trees pull from the sun
energy to grow then push it down into the forest?” Under
the forest, there's a network of communication pathways.
When you look at a forest, you look at something healthy,
where energy is distributed between the trees, no matter
their size. It’s the health of the whole forest that drives the
pattern.
According to Shuli, when thinking about how to design the
power systems and networks of the future, we have to
design something for 3000 years out. A time horizon that is
much more aligned with geological phenomena than with
the human phenomena of time.
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THE POTENTIAL OF OPEN SOURCE AND
SHARED DEVELOPMENT
In Shuli’s opinion, open source is a really simple thing: a
permissive intellectual property license that allows for joint
development. By leveraging the same license structure,
collaborators can work together to iterate rapidly.
“When I think about the stack of the
infrastructure, we have data and the data
we have micro-service catalogs sitting on
than trying to invent monolithic forms,
build on the work of others.”

future, we have
spaces, and then
top of it. Rather
we can actually

Telecommunications is a good illustration: it has gone from
an environment based on copper and proprietary elements
to a largely distributed software-defined infrastructure. LF
Energy is a platform to leverage development using open
source. She explains: “That's what we're doing at LF Energy:
build the plumbing that will enable us to move fast at the
speed of technology and at the speed of climate collapse.”
.

"Rather than trying to invent
monolithic forms, we can actually
build on the work of others."

The third challenge for Shuli is security. The problems of
security in software supply-chains - from build to use- is
fundamental. She explains: “We are no longer in the world
of locks and keys, in which we can secure something by
creating a wall and then locking the key. Our responsibility
when building a software is to embed security as part of
the process of that supply chain.”

HOW DOES THE FUTURE EMERGE?
Although people have recognized that carbon was going to
be a problem, since the early 1900s, the benefits of fossil
fuel were too great. And now they have become a liability
and the externalities are killing us. So how the future
emerges, not all at once, and not all in the same place? The
dominant paradigm is the fossil fuel industry. And it has
created so much momentum because of the money, the
wealth and the geopolitical dynamics of it.
The only way to do this is to create spaces where the
future can be nurtured, while at the same time begin to
restrain the dominant paradigm so that a new paradigm
can emerge. This new paradigm is a fundamentally
different perspective on power and energy. Power and
energy are both a physical experience but also a spiritual
experience, a social and a civic experience. You do not
plant the seeds of the future in the garden of the past.
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NEXT CHALLENGES IN INDUSTRY
For Shuli, Gen Xs and Baby Boomers (people in their 50’s
and 60’s) tend to assume that the future is going to look
like the past. But the truth is that we are actually at a
really critical inflection point. A punctuated equilibrium
where what is going to come next is actually going to look
quite different from what came before. And those Boomers
and Gen Xs can slow things down. In Shuli’s opinion, a shift
in their perspective is needed. They need to recognize that
they are in service to future generations right now. This has
nothing to do with their legacy. Now, it is really about
future generations, and really designing power system
networks that are going to survive for thousands of years.
The second challenge is posed by regulators who do not
move at the speed of technology or that of climate
collapse. The environment is complex and unfortunately,
regulatory bodies have evolved in relation to a much more
analog environment. These regulators have a limited
understanding of how Software Defined Infrastructure, or
software in general, is going to accelerate the movement to
distributed energy.
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ONE ADVICE TO HER YOUNG SELF
Human time and natural time are not necessarily always in
sync. To illustrate this, let’s take the example of an
orchard, she explains. “Right now, there are gorgeous,
beautiful and ripe pears. I can just go down, pick one off,
sit there to eat it and experience just unbelievable joy. But
if I were to go out in February, look at the tree and wanted
to pick a pear, it would never happen, because it's not the
right season.”
Recognizing the passage of time is probably one of the
most important lessons. I think we all have to learn and at
the heart of that is the ability to listen. So I can listen to
the seasons, I can listen to the tree, and the tree tells me
in February: “Come back in August, I promise I will give you
an abundant harvest.”

